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	Lasers in the Preservation of Cultural Heritage: Principles and Applications (Optics and Optoelectronics), 9780750308731 (0750308737), Taylor & Francis, 2006
The book … describes how laser parameters associated with cleaning are chosen and the physics involved in various surface ablation processes. Key conservation practices are also addressed, such as removal of black encrustation from stone, varnish from paintings, and the laser cleaning of metals and paper. It details the use and benefit of diagnostics tools such as LIBS, Raman spectroscopy, and holography.
 -Ed Teppo, Founder and Former President of Big Sky Laser Technologies, Inc.

       With the maturation of laser technology in diagnostic and conservation applications, conservation scientists, archeologists, art historians, researchers, and advanced science-oriented students now have the tools necessary for preserving the future of our past-our cultural heritage. Presenting recent developments in the field, Lasers in the Preservation of Cultural Heritage: Principles and Applications addresses the basic concepts of laser applications and supplies case studies of analytical, structural diagnostic, and laser cleaning applications. The book provides a comprehensive presentation of the fundamental principles and applications of modern laser technology in the analysis of composition, diagnostics of structural integrity, and conservation of artworks and antiquities.    

Beginning with an introduction to the basic techniques used in art conservation and archeology, the book describes the fundamental aspects of laser-matter interactions, emphasizing laser diagnostics and laser processing applications. The next few chapters focus on laser-based spectroscopic techniques for the analysis of the composition of materials in art and archaeology, including laser-induced breakdown, Raman, and laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopic techniques. The book proceeds to highlight nondestructive diagnostic techniques, laser processing applications, laser applications for the cleaning of paintings and stone, and methods for the removal of encrustations. It concludes with case studies for the conservation of materials like parchment, paper, metal, ivory, and wood, and includes conservation approaches for modern paintings.    Bridging science with art, Lasers in the Preservation of Cultural Heritage presents a systematic overview of the fundamentals and applications of laser techniques in artwork conservation and archeological science.
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Ferrets For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007


	When I graduated from veterinary school and started my career in 1976

	I didn’t know anyone who kept a ferret for a pet much less had I ever

	seen one other than in pictures. My only experience with them was in an

	undergraduate ethology class where I watched a 30-minute video of the

	behavior of the European polecat, and I...

		

Bacterial Infections of Humans: Epidemiology and ControlSpringer, 2009

	The new Fourth Edition of Bacterial Infections of Humans reflects a decade of important discoveries, technological progress, and valuable new therapies as well as emerging and reemerging infections, resistant strains of bacteria, and threats of bioterrorism. It offers accessible, up-to-date information across the range of disease...


		

Nominal Sets: Names and Symmetry in Computer Science (Cambridge Tracts in Theoretical Computer Science)Cambridge University Press, 2013

	Nominal sets provide a promising new mathematical analysis of names in formal languages based upon symmetry, with many applications to the syntax and semantics of programming language constructs that involve binding, or localising names. Part I provides an introduction to the basic theory of nominal sets. In Part II, the author surveys some of...




	

NeuroblastomaSpringer, 2005

	Neuroblastoma is a medical enigma. As a childhood neoplasm arising from neural crest cells, it is characterized by diverse clinical behaviors ranging from spontaneous remission to rapid tumor progression and death. Although clinical outcome can be predicted to a large extent by the stage of disease and the age at diagnosis, an in-depth...


		

Biochemistry, Seventh EditionW. H. Freeman, 2010

	In writing this seventh edition of Biochemistry, we

	have balanced the desire to present up-to-the minute

	advances with the need to make biochemistry as clear

	and engaging as possible for the student approaching

	the subject for the first time. Instructors and students

	have long relied on Biochemistry for:


...

		

RF Power AmplifiersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
An advanced textbook covering the fundamental theory of RF power amplifiers and their uses, this book provides essential guidance for design procedures.  The introduction explains the basic theory of RF power amplifiers besides providing the basic classification of the different types of RF power amplifier.  It then systematically...
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